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BLACK STORIES
How Implicit Bias Serves to Impede Black 

Advancement in Law, Education and Enterprise

A Presentation for the
Contra Costa County Bar Association

PANELISTS
■ Judge Jennifer Madden (Moderator)
■ Dr. Princess
■ RJ Martin
■ Adante Pointer
■ Ayana Curry
■ Terrance Evans
■ Johnathan Madison
■ Stan Goff
■ John Burris
■ James Cook (Moderator)
■ Michel R. Huff
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DISCUSSION FORMAT
■ 1.  The moderators will briefly introduce all panelists at the beginning.

■ 2.  Panelists will provide further introduction during the first question. 

■ 3.  Each panelist will have 2 - 4 minutes to answer the questions listed 
below. An Alarm will sound at 15 seconds.

■ 4.  The question will be listed in the PowerPoint presentation and 
provide some examples.  The legal and BIAS MCLE points are color-
coded. 

■ 5.  This discussion explore the explores bias in terms of providing 
insight to for people who don’t share the experiences and 
perspectives of accomplished black professionals.

■ 6.  Panelists are encouraged to reframe any questions and modify 
their answer as they see fit.

#1 INTRODUCTIONS/THE SYSTEM 
(2 minutes)
■ Please introduce yourself and your 

current title.  Briefly describe your 
background and your story which led you 
to where you are in your profession.  
Describe you experience with the 
"SYSTEM" in terms of career 
advancement - whether it be 
criminal/justice, political, financial, or the 
overall “prison, military, corporate, 
industrial complex”. 
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#2 WHITE ALLIES  (90 Seconds)
■ You've heard the concept of "ALLYSHIP".  With 

everything happening in the U.S. including George 
Floyd, Daunte Wright, Black Lives Matter, you've 
probably been asked about how to be an "ALLY".  
In the wake of the George Floyd uprisings, it feels 
like the allies have gone silent as it pertains to 
black advancement in law and enterprise.  What is 
your opinion? 

#3 Voting Restrictions (180 
seconds)
■ Voting Restrictions and Gerrymandering Dominate 

Today’s headlines. Numerous states have advanced 
restrictive voting laws.  Those states have also 
gerrymandered voting districts designed to dilute the 
black franchise.  In some cases it feels like progressive 
politicians are passive on this issue.  In terms of an 
MCLE bias discussion, can you offer insight on how 
black professionals and other minority professionals 
think about this and other similar issues as 
distinguished from their white counterparts?  What 
does this mean for midterm elections? 
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#4 JANUARY 6, 2021 (180 seconds)

■ We  know what happened on January 6, 2021.  
We’ve seen the pictures.  We know who was 
there?  At this point, arrests have been made and 
there is a Congressional Investigative Committee.  
Though it is easy to predict what would have 
happened had the protagonists been black, our 
community surprisingly supports both sides of the 
issue.   In terms of a bias discussion, what is your 
take?

#6 COVID 19 and the Healthcare 
System (90 seconds)
■ Covid 19 has decimated black communities 

throughout the country.  Covid 19, Delta, and 
Omicron highlight inequalities in healthcare.  
Regardless, Black people still have the lowest 
vaccination rates.  The reasons for African-
American vaccine hesitancy are  rooted in the 
legacy of events such as Tuskegee.  This attitude 
distinguishes itself from the viewpoints held by 
the Anti-Vax movement and QAnon.  Considering 
all of this what are your thoughts? 
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#7 Local Court System (90 
seconds)
■ The criminal justice system, academics, and 

business, finance, and science are frequently 
considered hostile territory for black African-
American advancement.  What changes would 
you like to see in your arena.  Lawyers, for 
instance, what changes would you make in the 
local court system to forge an even playing field 
and to make the forum less intimidating for black 
and brown people? 

#8 DEAR WHITE PEOPLE (30 
seconds)

■As a black professional, who 
bears witness to and carries the 
burden of the struggle of our 
ancestors, how would you 
complete this phrase:  Dear 
white people….
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INSTANT INSIGHTS ›

A National Conversation on Racism: the Legal Profession's Role in Driving Equality
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NEWS

The Black Attorney Population Has Not
Grown Since 2011
The stagnation in Black attorney head count growth comes as overall

minority numbers have inched up and as the legal industry has put a

considerable focus on improving diversity in the profession.

August 02, 2021 at 01:56 PM

 2 minute read

Diversity

Dylan Jackson 

What You Need to Know
The proportion of Black attorneys in the legal industry has slightly declined since 2011, according to

the ABA.

The decline comes as the number of minority attorneys as a whole has seen an increase.

Poor retention and a decline in representation among other sectors of the industry may be to blame.

New data from the American Bar Association has found that Black attorneys make up roughly 4.7%

of all lawyers—a small dip from 2011, when Black attorneys made up 4.8% of the lawyer population,

and a testament to the lack of progress the industry as a whole has seen in the last decade despite

the renewed push from Big Law.

The data stems from the ABA National Lawyer Population Survey released last week. The survey

notes that while Black attorneys have seen a decline in proportional representation, the overall

proportion of minority attorneys have increased over that same time frame. In 2011, 11.7% of

attorneys belonged to a minority group. This year, 14.6% of attorneys identify as a minority—a

percentage increase of 2.9%.

Asian attorneys have seen a 0.8% uptick, from 1.7% to 2.5%, while Hispanic attorneys have grown

from 3.9% of the attorney population in 2011 to 4.8% this year. It’s worth noting that all of the various

minority groups are still lagging behind their proportion of representation among the overall
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population. For example, while Hispanic attorneys account for a growing proportion of attorneys,

Hispanics make up around 18% of the total population.

The numbers are puzzling given the recent and real push by Big Law firms, corporate clients and

outside organizations such as Diversity Lab to increase the number of minority attorneys in the legal

industry. Michelle Silverthorn, founder and CEO of Inclusion Nation, said that without a drill-down on

the data, it’s hard to know where the deficiencies lie.

“Big Law is an important fraction, but a small fraction of the lawyers that practice across the country,”

Silverthorn said. “You have to look at government attorneys, in-house counsel, solo practitioners.”

The ABA does note that minority attorneys skew toward associate ranks—either indicating that

there is an issue with retention or that firms need a few more years to convert a robust pipeline into

representation among the partnership ranks. The American Lawyer’s 2021 Diversity Scorecard

found that 16 of the nation’s largest firms, nine of which are in the Am Law 200, did not have one

Black partner in 2020.

“What happens between year six and nine which makes those attorneys leave?” Silverthorn added. 

RELATED STORIES

Despite All That Happened Last Year, Many Law Firms Still Have No Black Partners

You Might Like
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If Data-Driven Lateral Recruiting Works,
Why Aren't More Firms Doing It?
By Patrick Smith

 5 minute read

By Rose Walker, Paul Hodkinson

ANALYSING LONDON’S LEGAL LANDSCAPE

The London Lawyer Brie�ng

Paul Hodkinson and Rose Walker offer their take
on the fast-moving changes in one of the legal
world's key marketplaces.

January 11, 2022

Nixon Peabody Elevates Chief Diversity
O�cer Role as It Looks to Expand DEI
Programming
By Dylan Jackson

 3 minute read

January 25, 2022

Latest Big Law Raises Draw Concern,
Criticism From Everyone but Associates
By Dan Roe

 3 minute read

By Jessica Seah

LEGAL NEWS FROM ASIA AND AUSTRALIA

The Asia Legal Brie�ng

Jessica Seah brings you a selection of news and
analysis of the biggest happenings in the Asian
legal market across law firms, in-house legal
departments and more.

January 18, 2022

Law Firms Love to Talk About Culture.
But Can They De�ne It?
By Dylan Jackson

 10 minute read
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Attorneys of Color See Record Jump in Associate
Representation

'We Are Recruiting the Next Leaders': How BU Law
Strives to Increase Diversity in the Broader Legal

Community

Law.com Trendspotter: Recruiting Before Law School
Could Lead to a More Diverse—and Happier—Legal

Profession

'We Can Move the Needle More if We Work Together':
Firms, Businesses, Bar Groups and Law Schools Band

Together in New DEI E�ort

TRENDING LAW FIRMS THIS WEEK

Kirkland & Ellis

23 new blips

1 .

Latham & Watkins

23 new blips

2 .

Littler Mendelson

18 new blips

3 .
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https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/06/us/lawyers-bias-racial-gender.html

By Karen Zraick

Sept. 6, 2018

Women and people of color in the legal profession continue to face barriers in hiring, promotions, assignments and compensation,
according to a study released Thursday by the American Bar Association.

The survey, which proposes strategies for employers to eliminate the barriers, was conducted by the Center for WorkLifeLaw at the
University of California, Hastings College of the Law, for the bar association’s Commission on Women in the Profession and the Minority
Corporate Counsel Association.

Michele Coleman Mayes, former chairwoman of the commission, said she oversaw the report, called “You Can’t Change What You Can’t
See: Interrupting Bias in the Legal Profession,” because she was dismayed by statistics on men of color and women in top positions — and
the way that law firms and organizations were talking about diversity.

The most commonly used training materials and leadership courses focused on how individual lawyers could overcome barriers in the
workplace, she said, rather than on removing those barriers.

“That’s only half of the equation,” she said. “We’re hoping that people can look at the systems, and not put so much weight on the
individual.”

The researchers had 2,827 lawyers fill out online surveys in spring 2016 about their experiences at work. The surveys were distributed by
the bar association’s email list and other professional networks. The association has 400,000 members.

They found that many women and people of color felt they were held to a higher standard than white men. That feeling was most
prevalent among women of color, who reported the highest levels of bias in almost every category.

About half of the women of color said they felt they had equal access to the kind of “high-quality” assignments that lead to exposure and
advancement in an organization. Among white men, that number was 81 percent.

Women of all races said they had to walk a “tightrope” in their behavior. They reported pressure to behave “in feminine ways” and a
backlash for exhibiting stereotypically male behaviors. They were more often saddled with “office housework,” like taking notes, ordering
lunch or comforting a co-worker in distress.

In a law firm, that kind of work reduces billable hours, which can hurt compensation. And while it takes up time and energy and helps the
organization, it often does not lead to career advancement. The report states that a lack of opportunities to take on challenging work also
contributes to high attrition rates among women in law firms.

Many women said they felt they were paid less than their colleagues with similar experience. (Almost 70 percent of women of color said
so, compared with 60 percent of white women and 36 percent of white men.)

And a quarter of female lawyers reported that they had experienced sexual harassment at work, including unwanted sexual comments,
physical contact and romantic advances. Those episodes sometimes had career costs. About one in eight white women, and one in 10
women of color, said they had lost opportunities because they rejected sexual advances.

Among all respondents, about 70 percent said they had heard sexist comments, stories or jokes at work. And while the numbers were
higher among women, lawyers of both genders felt that taking parental leave would have a negative impact on their career.

“You’ve got systemic barriers in place,” said Ms. Mayes, who is the chief legal counsel for the New York Public Library. “If you don’t think
a woman with children should be promoted, if the woman has children of a certain age or expects to, that’s a huge impediment.”

According to the latest report from the bar association’s Commission on Women in the Profession, only 35 percent of active American
lawyers in 2016 were women, and they earned less than their male colleagues. Of the top lawyers for Fortune 500 companies, just 26
percent were women. And while women graduate from law schools in large numbers, they made up only 32 percent of law school deans.

The report lays out methods and practices for organizations to counter bias, with an emphasis on using metrics to track and encourage
fairness. They include abolishing questions about prior salary in job interviews, having boilerplate questions and policies for interviews
and performance evaluations, and monitoring supervisors to ensure there are no consistent disparities by demographic group.

Lawyers Say They Face Persistent Racial and Gender Bias at Work
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And the report includes online tool kits for employers to identify and avoid bias. It offers advice, for example, on how to formulate
evaluations using specific evidence, rather than generalizations about an employee’s abilities. Instead of “She’s quick on her feet,” a
manager might write: “In March, she gave X presentation in front of Y client on Z project, answered his questions effectively, and was
successful in making the sale.”

In a statement, the bar association’s president, Bob Carlson, said that the remedies it suggests “will lead the way to better employment
practices and greater diversity, which will benefit the entire legal profession and our clients.”
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Race
Why the US needs black lawyers even more than it
needs black police
According to the American Bar Association, 88% of all lawyers
are white and only 4.8% are black. This shouldn’t matter in
principle � until it does

Yolanda Young
@yolandayoungesq

Mon 11 May 2015 14.45 EDT

I n response to last year’s killing of Michael Brown in Ferguson, La June
Montgomery Tabron, who heads WK Kellogg Foundation, one of the US’s largest
philanthropies, issued a statement in which she astutely noted that deaths like
Brown’s “demonstrate that the law enforcement and justice systems in our

nation are broken”.

Yet as the tally of killings continues to climb, protests have mainly focused on police
with an often-cited criticism: the force is too white.

Well, the legal profession is even whiter, and the job much more subjective.
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Consider the role of prosecutors, who, without objective criteria, decide what the
charges will be. They alone decide whether to offer a plea bargain or proceed to trial.

They are usually allowed to exercise this power with impunity and outside of public
view, but in the last year, the curtain has been pulled back.

In a rash of high-profile police killings of unarmed black males – John Crawford III,
Michael Brown, Eric Garner, Tamir Rice and Walter Scott – white prosecutors appeared
reluctant to vigorously pursue indictments, even when facts were highly disputed.
Reports by Talking Points Memo, the Wall Street Journal and the Washington Post
conclude that almost none of the police officers who kill roughly 1,000 people each
year are ever charged.

By contrast, Baltimore state’s attorney Marilyn Mosby joins a strong block of
prosecutors, including the US attorney general, Loretta Lynch, and her predecessor
Eric Holder, who are able to respect and support law enforcement without ignoring the
complexities of police power. All of them happen to be African American.

White prosecutorial restraint does not extend to black defendants

 Photograph: Yolanda Young

The prosecutorial restraint white prosecutors have recently displayed toward police
doesn’t extend to black defendants.

A 2011 study of the New York County district attorney’s office (DANY) found black
defendants 19% more likely than white defendants to be offered plea deals that
included jail or prison time. Black people charged with misdemeanor offenses or drug
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offenses were also more likely than white people to be held in jail or prison at their
arraignment.

Such biases are largely responsible for the current makeup of the prison population. In
2012, African Americans and Hispanics accounted for 58% of those in prison for drug
offenses.

DANY’s prosecutors are 75% white and 10% black, with only 6% of black attorneys in
supervisory positions. Crucially, its staff is actually more diverse than many DA offices
across the country, and this lack of diversity has had discriminatory consequences.

A 2010 national study uncovered “shocking evidence of racial discrimination in jury
selection in every [southern] state”. The study found evidence that some state and
local prosecutors were actually trained to exclude people on the basis of race and
instructed on how to conceal their racial bias. While unconscious-bias training and
stricter rules might improve the situation, the best way to stem discrimination is to
have more black faces in the room. This was the sentiment shared by black prosecutors
in a 2010 district attorney roundtable discussion.

As former National Black Prosecutors Association president Bruce Brown put it: “When
you have African Americans in the room making decisions, challenging decisions, folks
are forced to look at the motives behind what they’re doing, and it’s not until all those
motives are questioned that we make sure that our system is working, not only
effectively, but also efficiently and fairly for everyone involved.”

There are no black attorneys in Ferguson
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How we get those black attorneys in the room is a difficult question that demands an
answer.

Just ask the residents of Ferguson, Missouri. The public was shocked to learn that
despite its black majority, only 6% of the police force is black. At the time of Brown’s
killing in August, the number of black attorneys in Ferguson was zero, according to the
Missouri bar, which listed only four white attorneys for the city’s 14,000 black
residents, who were issued 92% of the city’s warrants and received 95% of two-day or
more jail sentences.

 Photograph: Yolanda Young

Though neighboring St Louis has a significant number of black attorneys, poverty,
scarce public transportation and lack of knowledge make that gulf much wider than
the eight miles separating the two cities.

The Justice Department’s lengthy March report on Ferguson linked a lack of legal
representation with police misconduct. In blistering detail, the report demonstrated
how the police and courts, whose employees have a proclivity for racist jokes and
discriminatory behavior, employ tactics that include harassment involving traffic
stops, court appearances, high fines, and the threat of jail to extort money from black
residents.
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By disproportionately targeting African Americans and routinely violating their
constitutional rights, Ferguson created the predatory environment in which a
jaywalking stop by police officer Darren Wilson could escalate to Brown’s death.

Were legal representation available to the black citizens of Ferguson, perhaps they
could avoid many of the fines and financial landmines that result from the Ferguson
municipal court system.

Instead, Ferguson residents are subjected to a modern-day debtors’ prison, according
to a recent lawsuit filed by ArchCity Defenders, which found that Ferguson’s poor
residents provide the second-largest source of revenue for the city, $2,635,400 in 2013
as Ferguson municipal court disposed of 24,532 warrants and 12,018 cases, “or about
three warrants and 1.5 cases per household”.

But why do we need black lawyers?

According to the American Bar Association, 88% of all lawyers are white and only 4.8%
are black, so for each of the 60,864 black lawyers, there are 686 black citizens needing
assistance (compared with only 282 white citizens for each of the 1,117,118 white
lawyers).

In actuality, the disparity is of course much greater because African Americans are
disproportionately entangled in the criminal justice system – one in 15 black men is
incarcerated, compared to one in 106 white men.

Figures like these make clear why there is a need for black people to have
representation in both criminal and civil matters – but not why it’s important that a
greater percentage of these attorneys be black.
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Experts maintain that because of a shared group identity, a black attorney can more
easily communicate with and gain the trust of a black client, but black client outcomes
demonstrate a more compelling reason for why more black attorneys are needed.

In White Lawyering: Rethinking Race, Lawyer Identity, and Rule of Law, Russell G
Pearce writes: “The latest research in the field of organizational behavior suggests that
the assumption of lawyer neutrality so central to lawyer professionalism is not only
wrong descriptively, but that it also undermines … white lawyers’ ability to provide
their [black] clients with optimal representation.”

To put it bluntly, studies show that white attorneys might have biases that result in less
favorable outcomes for their black clients.

Criminal cases aren’t the only ones in which black people are disadvantaged. Several
studies reveal that African Americans suffer worse legal outcomes than their white
counterparts in civil cases, even when controlling for income and educational levels.

While the researchers have no way of knowing whether the disparate treatment is
intentional, the proof of white attorney bias exists across many legal practice areas. A
study funded by the American Bar Foundation examined employment discrimination
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cases and tried to determine why African Americans are 2.5 times more likely than
white plaintiffs to file employment discrimination claims pro se, in which plaintiffs
represent themselves and typically have significantly worse litigation outcomes than
those with representation.

The researchers found that while part of the problem stems from African Americans’
lack of trust, information, and resources regarding lawyers and the legal system, the
blame also rests on the shoulders of the mostly white discrimination lawyers, who one
would hope would be particularly conscientious.

Of the 20 lawyers who participated, 19 were white and admitted that in deciding to
reject a case, they considered clients’ ability to pay, as well as their perceived
“demeanor and mannerisms”, which is often coded language for racial characteristics.  

 Photograph: Yolanda Young

In the study, Race, Attorney Influence, and Bankruptcy Chapter Choice, researchers
found that even after controlling for financial, demographic and other factors, lawyers,
in part because of biases, were disproportionately steering black people into Chapter 13
(the more onerous and costly form of consumer bankruptcy). Attorneys recommend it
to black clients twice as often as they do white clients, even when clients prefer the less
onerous Chapter 7.

The researchers also found that bankruptcy attorneys were more likely to recommend
Chapter 13 to the hypothetical debtors named “Reggie and Latisha” than to “Todd and
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Allison”. And while “Todd and Allison” were perceived as having better values and
being more competent when they wanted to file Chapter 7, giving them a “fresh start”,
“Reggie and Latisha” were credited with such values only when they expressed a
preference for chapter 13.

As a consequence of such biases, African Americans have the highest rates of Chapter
13 filings.

… And black judges

Even the bench does not appear exempt from such biases.

In Myth of the Color-Blind Judge, Pat K Chew, a professor at the University of
Pittsburgh School of Law, and Robert E Kelley, a professor at Carnegie Mellon
University Tepper School of Business, performed an empirical study of federal
government harassment cases spanning 20 years.

They concluded:

Our work initially confirms certain characteristics of racial harassment cases: the vast
majority of the judges are white; the vast majority of the plaintiff-employees are
African American; the vast majority of accused harassers are white; and that, when
studying case outcomes, plaintiff-employees have a very poor win rate in general –
succeeding in only 22% of cases overall. Furthermore, the statistical analyses
consistently showed that the race of the judge can make a significant difference. While
plaintiffs have a poor win rate in general, they are much more likely to win if their
cases come before African American rather than white judges.
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The lack of judicial diversity extends beyond federal courts to state benches, where the
majority of legal disputes are adjudicated. A report by the Brennan Center found that
the judicial selection commissions of some states have no African American
representation, and as recently as 2010 there were still some states with all-white
benches. They also noted evidence that the number of black male judges is actually
decreasing.

According to the American Bar Association, in state trial courts, where the vast
majority of cases are handled, only 7% of judges are black.

… And black law clerks

Judicial homogeneity naturally leads to a lack of diversity among law clerks, who can
have enormous influence with their judges. In 1998, USA Today caused an uproar
among social justice advocates and members of the Congressional Black Caucus when
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its investigation revealed that of the 394 law clerks hired by the nine sitting supreme
court justices, only seven had been African American.

Then sitting justices William Rehnquist, Anthony Kennedy, Antonin Scalia and David
Souter had never hired a black clerk. A decade later, a study by the Administrative
Office of the US Courts found that the number of African Americans clerking for
appellate judges had actually declined from 3.5% in 2006 to 2.4% in 2010. At the
district court level, the percentage of African American clerks declined from 3.5% to
3.2%.

What now?
The empirical evidence leaves little doubt that African Americans are currently
disadvantaged by the justice system, so the only remaining question is: “What can be
done about it?”

Of course, we must provide more training and research on unconscious bias among
legal professionals, but without more black attorneys, the justice system can’t fulfill its
mission.

The law, by its very nature, is subjective and requires diverse viewpoints to be fully
realized. If the only perspective considered is that of the majority, minority interests
will certainly be trampled upon.

The road to justice eventually comes through the judicial system. An overwhelmingly
white bar stood at the helm when racial disparities in our legal system came into
existence, so one cannot expect significant change as long as the demographic remains
as it is.

How do we get more black lawyers? Foundations, corporations, advocates and
politicians should use their considerable power to bear down on the legal profession,
which continues to fail at its critical mission to increase the number of black lawyers.

For three decades, the legal profession has insisted that racial diversity was a priority,
yet the profession remains stubbornly white. The last decade has seen the percentage
of black attorneys stagnate, increasing by only 0.4%. The percentage of African
Americans at top law schools and large law firms has actually declined. Black law
students are shackled with considerably more student loan debt than their white
counterparts. This debt affects everything from bar passage rates to career choices.
Those with the most promise can’t consider social justice jobs because they can’t
afford the cut in pay.
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An erosion of democratic norms. An escalating climate emergency. Corrosive racial
inequality. A crackdown on the right to vote. Rampant pay inequality. America is in
the fight of its life.

For 10 years, the Guardian US has brought an international lens with a focus on
justice to its coverage of America. Globally, more than 1.5 million readers, from 180
countries, have recently taken the step to support the Guardian financially – keeping
us open to all, and fiercely independent. We couldn’t do this without readers like
you.

With no shareholders or billionaire owner, we can set our own agenda and provide
trustworthy journalism that’s free from commercial and political influence, offering a
counterweight to the spread of misinformation. When it’s never mattered more, we
can investigate and challenge without fear or favour. It is reader support that makes
our high-impact journalism possible and gives us the energy to keep doing
journalism that matters.

Unlike many others, Guardian journalism is available for everyone to read, regardless
of what they can afford to pay. We do this because we believe in information
equality.

We aim to offer readers a comprehensive, international perspective on critical events
shaping our world. We are committed to upholding our reputation for urgent,
powerful reporting on the climate emergency, and made the decision to reject
advertising from fossil fuel companies, divest from the oil and gas industries, and set
a course to achieve net zero emissions by 2030.

It is curious that a profession that exists to further thought and solve complex social,
ethical and legal problems has been unable to solve its own even when some solutions
seem obvious – increase minority law school pipeline initiatives and remove the cost
impediments of attending law school; provide more training and apprenticeship
opportunities; and above all else, treat black attorneys fairly once they enter the
profession.

In considering the bar’s protracted approach to diversifying the profession, I’m
reminded of Martin Luther King Jr’s Letter From A Birmingham Jail: “‘Wait!’ It rings in
the ear of every Negro with piercing familiarity.”

This “wait” has almost come to see, with one of our distinguished jurists, that “justice
too long delayed is justice denied”.
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Every contribution, however big or small, powers our journalism and sustains our
future. Support the Guardian from as little as $1 – it only takes a minute. Thank you.
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